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AN AIRCRAFT MOUNTAIN CENTRE 
IN KASHMIR . 
. 

BY C. W. F. NOYCE 

RECREATIONAL mountain centre for air crews ha~ been started . ' 

at Sonamarg, ~ashmir. Appointed an instructor in con-
nection with this, I reached Sonamarg on August 26, I944, in 

some astonishment at the preparedness I found below. Air crews 
Were to arrive in parties of about twelve and to stay for a fortnight or 
a little over. Climbing equipment went down to clinkers in their . 
boots, such clinkers as we in India had been struggling to buy for 
years. We were to live in the -mountains on American mountain 
rations, including cigarettes and chewing gum, and for expeditions 
American field shelter-halves were to be used. At Sonamarg itself 
.A. J. M. Smyth, Commanding Officer of the Centre and chief guide, 
hoped that a hut would replace the windswept tents. The last amenity 
upon which he decided was a marquee set up at I I ,ooo ft., from which 
bot];l rocks and glaciers were an easy hour or two's stroll. We set ~t 
up and busied ourselves with looking for routes. We wanted only 
bodie,s capable of performing the feats we were exploring for them. 

To the N. the hills are dolomitic at their tops, but horribly frail. . . 
Gordon Whittle and Harry Tilley had already reconnoitred them. 
But further E. the Nilanai valley, descending from the N. to join 
the Sind, is bounded by a higher group. With Whittle I climbed the 
valley to Bot Kulan Gani, the pass into Ladakh ; from it I made a 
solitary and rickety ascent of Peak I 7, I 7 4 ft. to the S .E., coming dow~ 
by an easier couloir. Mter another day's exploration, we returned 
to our first love, ~he Thajiwas valley S.E. from Sonamarg. There 
the split of rock on theW. is igneous, throwing up buttresses of clea~ 
hard rock divided by six glaciers. One of the buttresses in particular, 
a glorified Lliwedd of over 2000 ft., which we named Glacier Crag, 
seemed ideal for introducing people to rock climbing. If they did 
not like it here on clean sunny cliffs with soft .resting places they would 
like it nowhere . 

The enthusiast for any subject is overapt, to demand u~iversal 
:appreciation of it. I might have been w.arned by the unremitting 
persistence with which hill stations seek to turn the eyes of their 
inhabitants away from hills to tennis or tombola or just filrris. Perhaps 
we were at first inclined to thrust their dose of educational hills on 

• 

our pupils in too specialised a form~ ·For these were men who had 
supped full already with horrors ; what was worse, niany. of them had· 
also been led away by the delusion that they were in for' house boats, 
. holiday and Srinagar.' It was not surprising that the response in 
those early days was not always favourable. ' To think,' one recruit 
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on rock exclaimed, ' to think that p~ople d~ this for fun ! ' This, 
of course, did not mean that benefit was not conferred even under 
duress. There were exceptions, too, who shone like stars the brighter. 
~One party distinguished itself on what we called Glacier· 3 under 

· Tilley and, later, upon a new peak of ·17,091 ft. above Amarhath. 
Another air crew followed up our ' Umbrella Peak,' an arduous 
dis.covery in late October of some 15,700 ft. ov:erlooking . Thajiwas 
valley. And· instructors solo made several new odd routes over the 
buttresses and glaciers when the troops returned for tea. But for 
most the alternative of a more gene~al approach became clearly 

. 
necessary. 

It is not only the hills around Sonamarg that are beautiful : the 
valleys wind towards and through them dark green with pine . or' 
better still, bright with the autumnal gold of birch trees bent from the 
weight of snow. The Nichinai, Saribal and Amarnath valleys we.re 
explored with the light shelter-halves, sometimes in wintry weather. 
But the most suitable line was found to ·be by the Zoji La into Ladakh, 
if possible as far as Dras, the first village of importance on the far 
side. New country and travel among unknown men of an un-Indian 
type were enjoye~ even by those to whom hill scenery meant nothing . 
. The camps, the cookery and the marmots provoked and held 
·enthusiasm. At the same time to the climbers the ·fine possibilities 
of the district became known and appreciated. From above Amarnath 
a peak .of 16,427 ft. and one of 17,091 ft. were ~limbed. In Ladakh 
·we took a party in late September up one of ·the bright side-valleys 
to the S. of Matayan. From meadow camp below the glacier two of 
us instructors reached 17,400 ft. on Peak 17,871 ft., but had to hurry 
back to catch the main body by late moonlight at Machoi. We found 
that the possibilities of exploration were huge, as of the· Alps in their 
early golden days. Very roughly, if you . take 3000 ft. off the height 
of· a Kashmir peak, you seem to get its equivalent for conditions in 
the Alps. The snow appeared less crusted, powdery over wider areas, 
and this, of course, more so as the season advanced. But th~ sweetest 
charm was still ours, green meadow camps and the sun on fresh snow 
silvering a virgin summit. 

Meanwhile at Thajiwas the elite could be welcomed round the back 
stair while the majority trod the broad pathway. As there could 
hardly be a system of compulsion, particularly for air crews refitting 

. after the Burma heat, choice came to be .given of climbing or trekking. 
With men who were keen the harder rock and ice routes could be 
worked out. We could explore and design an attempt on Kolahoi 
via the Saribal Col and carry out another, the first ' all airborne,' on 
Thajiwas Peak by Wailer's couloir. And the enthusiasts had read 
the books : they were not diverted by fear of heights, which made 
the majority psychologically mountain sick above I 3 ,soo ft. 

Thajiwas camp closed down on November 9· Rock cl~mbing had 
been possible from it as late as October 3 I. Sonamarg itself was then 
cut off by a heavy snowfall on November 12, and a party in Ladakh 
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under John Hansbury had great difficulty in returning. Hansbury 
did finely in guiding them back through snow conditions which they 
said afterwards they would have believed impossible. I gave mentally 
a good mark to the Centre's hardening qualities. The ponies had to 
be abandoned and, for several days afterwards, Hansbury and I made 
pilgrimage to the pass from Baltal to , dig out possessions from fast 
drifting wind-snow. When we got back to Sonamarg, camp had been 
packed. We passed straight down the valley to Srinagar~ and renewal 
of the scheme at Gulmarg in skiing guise. 

It is difficult to assess yet the merits of the Mountain Centre, 
especially for us who are involved in it and enthusiastic for its success. 
Plans are laid for skiing and climbing centres in Sikkim and even 
Garhwal. Certainly skiing will, for the majority, be the easier line 
of approach, because they will come to it as an acknowledged pleasur
able and exhilarating sport. They may then be trapped, unknowing~ 
by the beauty .and breadth of hills, by the sight of Nanga Parbat seen 
through pine trees below Khillan, and by the . pure physical glory 
of exertion among the snows. Therefore we look to skiing as the 
handmaiden of mountaineering; and to mountaineering, confidently 
taking it at its widest, as a stimulus to men weary with war, and a 
bliss, the highest physically possible, that shall raise them, willy nilly, 

. one step nearer Heaven. 
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BY P. H. HICKS 

OUNT KENYA is one of the half dozen groups of major peaks 
of East Africa, such as the Ruwenzori, Kilimanjaro, Mufum
biro, Kenya and Elgon masses. It is situated almost on the 

equator and rises to an altitude of about I7 ,I40 ft. It is an isolated 
peak rising out of the plains and has been heavily glaciated throughout 
its known history. The present drought cycle has caused most of 
the glaciers to shrink considerably, but the mountain still remains 
one of greatest pictorial interest. 

Its discovery by the first missionaries in East Africa, who wondered . 
whether the whiteness of the glaciers was rock salt ; its first assault . 
by Sir Halford Mackinder at the close of the nineteenth century with 
two Alpine guides, resulting in the first ascent 1 by the S.E. face·
these two link the beginning and end of its history till I 929, when 
Wyn Harris and Shipton repeated Mackinder's success and made ·· 
the first ascent of N elion, the lower summit. 2 In I 93 I Shipton and 
Tihnan climbed the W. ridge a route that has not yet been repeated
and, descending the S.E. face, made the first traverse of the mountain.3 

1 A.J. 20. 102 sqq. 2 A.J. 4r. 362 sqq. 3 A.J. 43· 138 sqq. 
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